JUNIOR BARNSWALLS.

On Saturday evening, May 12, the Barn saw the last play of the year. The Barnswallow spirit, which has been so enthusiastic this year was seen again in the large audience that crowded the Barn. It was 1906's last Barnswallows, and Helen Segar made her farewell speech as Barnswallow president. She thanked the girls for the hearty way in which every one has done all that she could, and spoke of the splendid spirit that has been shown in Barnswallows this year. The applause proved that the girls appreciate all the time and labor Miss Segar has given to making this, perhaps, the most successful year in the history of Barnswallows.

Miss MacKeil was then called on for a speech, and was finally induced to come from behind the scenes, where she said she was learning to be useful.

The 1907 play was "The Masonic Ring," written by Louise Bason—a new playwright. The story was that of a young husband who discovers the name of Rowland Hall on a ring which his wife wears. Thinking that Rowland Hall is some earlier lover, Roderick York is turned to jealousy, especially as a friend of his wife's, named Hall, appears on the scene at the same time. As this Hall however, turns out to be a Fred Hall, in love with Ethel Wymen, who is visiting Mrs. York, the young husband gets a detective to trace the missing lover. The detective proposes that, to test his wife's affection, York forges death, but this is not successful, as an insquity neighbor, thinking him sleeping, torments him into life again. He next dresses up as a fortune teller, but only succeeds in working himself up into a still more jealous rage. He finally discovers that "Rowland Hall" was the name of his wife's preparatory school and all ends happily in the attic.

The play had not enough extravagant situations to be a roaring farce nor had it enough plot to be a good play. There were several exceedingly funny situations, but they were rather detached, so that the play was lacking in "go." It did not come up to its very effective opening, and there were many weak lines and several unusual situations. Tillic and the cat were new characters on our stage and thoroughly appreciated by the audience. The scene in the attic was most unusual, and the effect of new scenery, delightful. There was some good characterization in the parts of Miss Delaney Jones, Tillic, Peace York and the detective, but the other characters were rather colorless.

The cast was as follows: Madame York .......... Frances Healy Miss Delaney Jones .......... Caroline Carter Tillic .......... Grace Herrick Peace York .......... Esther Watson Mrs. Roderick York .......... Marion Edwards Roderick York .......... Jean Aiken Ethel Wymen .......... Louise Garford Fairbrother (detective) .......... Gertrude Marvin Fred Hall .......... Jessie Heber Caroline Carter did some excellent work as the deaf old lady. She did not lose her character for a moment. Grace Her- ricke deserves credit for not overlooking a character that could very easily have been spoiled—as it was when she presented the tormented fourteen-year-old child in such a way that the audience, at least, hated to see her disappearing down the fire escape.

The make-up of Miss Marvin as Fairbro- ther, the detective, was one of the best that we have seen on the Barn stage. Her work was good in places but not uniformly so. We were sorry not to see more of Fred Hall which Miss Heber did very boyishly.

Miss Aiken gave several good, masculine touches, but neither Miss Edwards nor Miss Garford succeeded in making natural girls.

The play showed the effect of a good deal of work. The details of scenery and make-up were excellent. Between the acts, a two-step was played, composed by Marie Biddle of the class of 1907. It shows that we are advancing when we can give not only original plays, but also original music, played by our own orchestras.

Professor Munsterberg's Lecture.

Saturday afternoon, May 5th, the members of the Deutscher Verein and guests had the rare privilege of hearing Professor Munsterberg, who spoke on the Interchange of Ideas and Ideas between Germany and the United States. Perhaps no one is better qualified to speak with authority on this subject than Professor Munsterberg, standing, as he does, with an unbiased view in the middle ground between these two great countries and possessing an intimate acquaintance with the educational systems of both.

In beginning, he mentioned as one means of bringing Germany and the United States into closer relations, the idea of the interchange of professorships. There is, he said, a decided question as to the advisability of such a course. The main difficulty is the inability to fully express himself. In either case, because of the medium of expression, there must be, perhaps, a lack of understanding and his students when an interchange of professorships is effected. For this reason, Professor Munsterberg questions the benefit of such a plan.

However, that there has been, and is an interchange in German and American institutions without question. This brings us to a consideration of the main difference between the German and American Institutions of Higher Learning. The great difference in purpose has brought necessarily a great difference in method. In Germany, the final aim of the University is specialization. The German students are brought in contact with the great minds of the day that they may be united with the idea and inspiration of individual research work. The German University is then a graduate school. The purpose of the American College has, however, been more decidedly in the direction of general culture. The main force of the American Institutions has been concentrated in this idea of a liberal education. The American College is more definitely an Undergraduate School. The main interchange in ideas between Germany and the United States has then along this line. The German ideal of specialization and research work—that is the graduate school idea—has gradually made its way into the American College. Johns Hopkins University was the first Institution to adopt (Concluded on Page 2.)
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COLLEGE CALENDAR.

Thursday, May 17, 7:30 P.M., regular mid-week prayer meeting of the Christian Association.

Saturday, May 19, 7:30 P.M., an address by Miss Carlisle in College Hall Chapel.

Sunday, May 20, 11 A.M., services in Houghton Memorial Chapel, sermon by Dr. Edward Everett Hale.

Monday, May 21, 7:30 P.M., Tau Zeta Epsilon Studio Reception at the Barn.

COLLEGE NOTES.

Miss Coman, Miss Elsie Goddard, 1906, and Miss Ruth Carpenter, 1908, attended the annual meeting of the College Settlement Association held at the Rivington Street Settlement, New York City, on May fifth.

At the vesper service on Sunday evening, May 6, an address was made by Dr. John K. Browne upon Eastern Turkey.

The Somerset Y held a business meeting, Sunday evening, May sixth. Miss Alice Roberts, who has recently been appointed a director of the Willard Y Settlement House in Boston, gave a very interesting account of the plans for enlarging the work there. Several new members were received.

At a recent meeting of the 1906 and 1907 Magazine Boards, Frida Senker was elected Sophomore editor of the Magazine.

On Monday evening, May seventeenth, 1907 burned its forensics (?) and the usual impressive procession. Miss Mary Zabriskie, 1909, has been elected a delegate to represent her class at the Silver Bay Conference.

As a result of the Barnswallow elections held May eighth, the officers for 1906-1907 are as follows: —

President, Margaret MacKellar, 1907;
Vice-President, Willye Anderson, 1908;
Secretary, Josephine Butterfield, 1909;
Treasurer, Gladys Brown, 1908.

On Tuesday evening, May twentieth, the last regular monthly entertainment of the year was given at the Denison House. A farce, "A Symphony in Black," was presented by the following cast:

Aunt Martha — Lilian Drouet, 1908
Pauline — Gertrude Gladding, 1908
Polly — Caroline Gilbert, 1907
Mrs. Julia — Geraldine Lermitt, 1906
Angelina — Margaret Mills, 1908
Beatrice Stevens, Marion Haines, and Hope Bates furnished music between the acts.

A very interesting lecture was given before the Science Club on Tuesday evening, May eighteenth, in The Physics Lecture Room, by Professor Kneale of Washington University, Seattle. The subject of the lecture was "Alaska," and Professor Kneale told many interesting things about the geological, botanical, and zoological features of the country, and also related some of his own experiences in Alaska when he was there in 1897 and 1899, as a member of the Harriman Expeditions.

On Thursday evening, May tenth, and Inter-collegiate Silver Bay Rally was held in College Hall Chapel as the regular Christian Association meeting. We had the great pleasure of having with us Miss Carpenter, '06, from Mt. Holyoke College, and Miss Rankin, '08, from Smith College. Miss Rankin, in speaking to us, said she wanted to contradict two ideas which she had heard that some girls had about the Conference at Silver Bay. First, that the majority of speakers are not emotional, and secondly, that our religious beliefs are not discussed with us, but that, if we want to talk with any of the men and women there, we have the best opportunities.

Miss Carpenter said that Mt. Holyoke always thinks of the hymn which we sang so often last summer, "Spirit of God, descend upon my heart," as the full expression of all Silver Bay meant to them.
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From Wellesley, Anna Dickinson, '06, Edith Ellison, '07, Helen Eustis, '08, and Alice Jacobs, '09, spoke of what had been their lasting impressions of the conference last summer.

The Annual Report of the Consumers' League of Massachusetts and other literature concerning the Consumers' League may be obtained at the table in the South Center, on the second floor of College Hall.

NOTICE.

The Second Studio Reception of the Tau Zeta Epsilon Society will be held in the Barn, Monday evening, May 21, at 7:30 o'clock. Tickets will be on sale at the Elevator Table, May 17 and 19, from 9:12 A.M.

MISS CAROLINE FLETCHER

Takes a small party in connection with our ITALIAN UNIVERSITY, next summer, visiting Europe from England to Italy and Greece. Sailings June 13, 20 and 30, joining Miss Fletcher on arrival.

A private preliminary tour sails April 14 to Naples, visiting the Minor Balearic Cities, the most fascinating tour in Europe. This is continued by a comprehensive tour in Great Britain and is joined by the June parties in England and Paris. For information address

BUREAU OF UNIVERSITY TRAVEL,
201 Clarendon Street. - - - Boston.
MUSIC NOTES.

The last of the Wednesday afternoon recitals will be given on Wednesday afternoon, May 16, from 4:30 P.M., until 5 P.M., in Billings Hall. These recitals will be resumed in November, occurring, however, on Tuesday afternoons instead of Wednesdays.

Program for May 16, 1906:
1. Organ—Prelude in E flat............................................... J. P. Bach
   Miss Mary Helena Morse, 1906.
3. Organ—Third Sonata(205,354),(750,394) ........................................ Mendelssohn
   Miss Jessie Buchanan, Special.
5. Organ—Benediction from Messed Mariage... R. Dubois

On Sunday evening, May 13, 1906, vespers, with special music, were held in the Memorial Chapel.

SERVICE LIST.

Service Anthem, "How lovely are Thy dwellings fair"............... G. C. Gow
Organ: Fantasy.................................................. Saint Saens
Choir: "God in Nature".......................................... Schubert
Organ: Finale to the Symphony Pathetique... Tchaikowsky

Literary Competition of the Alliance Francaise.

The Federation of the Alliance Francaise in the United States and the Dominion of Canada, with the view of further developing its work in North America, and with the object of giving a greater impulse to the study and practice of French, has opened a literary competition in which all members of the Alliance are invited to take part. The subject is "Contemporary French Manners in Cornelle's Le Cid."

CONDITIONS.

All members of a group of the Alliance Francaise, of a French club, or of any society affiliated to the Federation of the Alliance Francaise in the United States and in the Dominion of Canada, as well as similar groups, clubs or societies in Cuba, are invited to enter into the competition.

The Federation of the Alliance Francaise offers a gold medal for the best essay sent in, and a silver medal for the second-best essay sent in.

Should the merit of essays, which fail to gain either of these distinctions, justify such action, honorable mention will be given the authors.

Manuscripts must be sent to the General Secretary of the Federation, 0 E. 40th street, New York, N. Y., on or before November 1, 1906.

Manuscripts should preferably be typewritten; if not, they must be legibly written on one side of the sheet only. Essays should not exceed 3,000 words in length. The author's name is not to be signed to the essay, which should bear merely a motto. This motto is also to be written on the outside of a sealed envelope, accompanying the manuscript, and containing the full name and post office address of the essayist, as well as the name of the Group of the Alliance of which he or she is a member in regular standing.

The judges appointed to award the medals, will open those envelopes only which bear the mottoes distinguishing essays considered worthy of a medal or of an honorable mention.

Members of the Alliance Francaise who are French by birth are debarred from competition with non-French essayists, but may, if considered advisable by the judges, compete in a separate class for such medals or other distinctions as may be awarded by the judges.

In no case will essays be returned to the writers, and the Federation reserves the right of publishing the essays which are awarded distinctions.

Winners of a first prize will be debarred from future competition.

Any competitor revealing his identity before the decision of the judges has been given, will be excluded from the competitions.

L. V. GOFFLOT, General Secretary.
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should bear merely a motto. This motto is also to be written on the outside of a sealed envelope, accompanying the manuscript, and containing the full name and post office address of the essayist, as well as the name of the Group of the Alliance of which he or she is a member in regular standing.

The judges appointed to award the medals, will open those envelopes only which bear the mottoes distinguishing essays considered worthy of a medal or of an honorable mention.

Members of the Alliance Francaise who are French by birth are debarred from competition with non-French essayists, but may, if considered advisable by the judges, compete in a separate class for such medals or other distinctions as may be awarded by the judges.

In no case will essays be returned to the writers, and the Federation reserves the right of publishing the essays which are awarded distinctions.

Winners of a first prize will be debarred from future competition.

Any competitor revealing his identity before the decision of the judges has been given, will be excluded from the competitions.

L. V. GOFFLOT, General Secretary.
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**ALUMNÆ NOTES.**

In addition to notes concerning graduates, the Alumnae Column will contain items of interest about members of the Faculty, past and present, and former students.

The Subscription Editor of the Magazine and News requests that payment for subscriptions be made as soon as possible to Miss Eleanor E. Farrar, College Hall.

Tree Day will occur on Friday, June 8. The Tree Day exercises are not open to the public. Admission to the grounds on Tree Day will be by ticket issued only to former members of the College. Any former member of the College may obtain a ticket by applying to the Registrar, enclosing a stamped and addressed envelope. These tickets are not transferable, and will not be ready for distribution until June 4.

"Semper Plus Ultra," the volume of poems by Mrs. Marion Pelton Guild, which is being sold for the benefit of the Library fund, may be obtained by addressing Miss Lois Stone, 18 Belair avenue, Wellesley, Massachusetts, or the College Book Store. The price of the book is seventy-five cents. Mail orders should be accompanied by six cents for postage.

Miss Martha G. McCaulley, 1892, of the Department of English, has accepted the position of Dean of Women in Colorado University.


Miss Claire M. Coburn, 1890, has an article in the Transcript of April 26, on "Dental Philanthropy," the work of the Harvard School among the poor. Miss Coburn has also just finished a volume in the "Little Cousin Series," entitled "Our Little Swedish Cousin," which will be brought out by Page & Co. in August.

Miss Mathilde von Beyersdoff, 1900, who is spending the winter in Florence, writes as follows:—"My principal work this winter has been miniature painting on ivory; but parchment work has also had some share of my attention. It was my good fortune to obtain from Mr. Biagi, the librarian of the Laurentian Library,—who by the way has been in Wellesley and knows our Italian library,—permission to copy the well-known heads of Petrarch and Laura in the old fifteenth century manuscripts. I have also found some time to sketch in the picturesque cloisters and quaint streets of Florence, and to do a little work in oils with one of the leading portrait painters here, Evaristo Gelli."

"For recreation there have been dances to attend, the theatre, studio teas and excursions into the beautiful surrounding country. These spring days bring many festivals, which are very interesting. Yesterday was the celebration of the funeral of the 'Scopio di Carpo.' On this occasion, the Saturday before Easter, just as the priests in the cathedral began at noon to sing the 'Gloria in Excelsis,' a dove carrying a spark of fire starts on its way along a wire which unites the High Altar with a cart (the Carro) on the 'piazza' in front of the cathedral. This famous old cart, three stories tall and drawn by four magnificent white Tuscan oxen, is literally bristling with fireworks. The dove starts them off with its spark, and then returns to the altar. According to the dove makes the trip well or ill the peasants believe that the crops of the year will turn out rich or poor. They should be all that can be wished this year, for the dove flew beautifully."

Miss Anna F. Cross, 1905, has been teaching this year at her home, Nassau, New Hampshire.

Miss Maria Dowd, 1905, has been spending a few days at Mount Pocono, Pennsylvania, with Mrs. Mary Chase Lockwood, 1896. The trout-fishing has been their chief amusement.

**MARRIAGES.**

PARK—BURTT. In Andover, Massachusetts, April 28, 1906, Miss Grace L. Burtt, 1900, to the Rev. J. Edgar Park.

BROWNE—FORBES. In La Grange, Illinois, April 30, 1906, Miss Ruth Rogers Forbes, 1902, to Mr. William Munger Browne.

VAN BLARCOM—RIKER. In Newark, New Jersey, May 9, 1906, Miss Sara Street Riker, 1900-1901, to Mr. Andrew Van Blarcom. At home after June 1, South Twelfth street, Newark.
PARLIAMENT OF FOOLS.

SONG OF THE DAILY THEME.

Do you see that ghost-like white birch
Standing 'midst the dead grey trees?
Shedding petals in the breeze?
Do you hear the many voices
Of maid, woman, young and child
Do you hear the thunder roaring
And the blasts of tempests wild?
Does the sun sink to the westward?
Do you dream a pleasant dream?
Birch, voice, sun, rose, dream, and tempest,
Each must make a Daily Theme.

A. GLADYS COLLINS, 1907.

TO THE COQUETTE.

You can flirt without poetry, music, and art,
You can flirt without conscience and flirt without heart,
You can flirt without fear of anyone's ken,
But the coquetish girl cannot flirt without men.

Here's to the club that gave us aid,
Here's to the songs she sang,
Here's to her sons, the best of ones,
Here's to the Princeton gang!
Here's to the fund that waits for more,
That taxes all our powers,
Here's to the library built of dreams
Here's to the day she's ours!

FREE PRESS.

I.

At this time of year when so many people are looking for "something to do next year," may I say a few words to the scientific girls? Since graduation, I have been employed as assistant chemist in a manufacturing concern, and as the work has been very agreeable I should like to suggest to those especially interested in Chemistry that they try for similar positions. It is a comparatively new occupation for women, but there is no reason why a woman, with sufficient training, should not fill the position. It is work that requires fifty weeks of the year, but the salaries are good and there is usually a chance for an increase at the end of the first year. The chemists with whom one works are experienced men, and it is a pleasure to work with them.

It is work that gives a great deal of practical experience in working chemistry and for that, if nothing more, is really worth while.

H. L. W., 1904.

II.

The editorial suggestions for Sunday quiet in the chapel before vespers begin are not likely to effect much so long as they fail to consider the cause of talking. That which greatly distinguishes vespers from morning church and chapel, where quiet is preserved, is the presence of guests, usually men, from Boston and Harvard. It is absurd to urge that these visitors travel thirty miles merely to go to church in Wellesley; but since they must come on the last train before vespers, must be hurried there early in order to get a seat, and must be sent to the station as soon as the service is over, the only chance of talking to them is in the few minutes before the service begins. The greater part of the talking made of the chapel is due, not to forgetfulness, but to the necessity of combining a social responsibility with the reverent attitude of church. C. B. S.

In answer to the editorial of the May Magazine, we would like to say that the plan suggested for a column of criticism of the contents of the Magazine, to be published in the News each month, has seemed favorable and feasible to many. Assuredly it would stimulate literary criticism, which should be one of the most distinctive branches of our college literary work. The question was also raised as to whether there was a demand for any more verse. Yes, there is a real and growing interest in our college verse, and we would like more of it in our Magazine. The writing of verse means more of an individual effort than the writing of prose; for the prose essays and stories that appear in the Magazine are usually the results of academic requirements. Poetry has ever been a more difficult and higher means of expression than prose, and its value should be recognized more here at Wellesley. 1908.
Amendments to the Constitution of the Student Government Association.

1. No student who has not diploma grade shall hold a major or a sub-major office in any college organization. No conditioned student shall hold a minor office in any college organization, nor shall she receive any class honor.

2. A major office shall be valued at twenty (20) points; a sub-major office at fifteen (15) points; a minor office at ten (10) points; and a sub-minor office at five (5) points. No student shall hold offices amounting to more than twenty-five (25) points, or shall hold more than three offices, during one year, except by special decision of the Executive Board.

Majors Officers.

President of the Student Government Association, the Chairman, the Barnswallows, the Athletic Association, the Classes, College Hall, Stone Hall, the College Settlement Chapter, and all societies.

Vice-Presidents of the Student Government Association, of the Senior and Freshman Classes.

Secretaries of the Student Government Association.

Treasurers of the Student Government Association and of the Christian Association.

Editors-in-Chief of the Wellesley Magazine, the Legenda, and College News, and Art Editor-in-Chief of the Legenda.

Business Manager of the Wellesley Magazine and of College News.

Head of the Rowing Club.

Sub-Major Officers.

Professors of Histories other than College Hall and Stone Hall, the Alliance Francaise, Deutscher Verein, Debating Club, and Glee and Mandolin Clubs.

Vice-Presidents of the Christian Association, Barnswallows and Classes (except Seniors and Freshmen).

Treasurers of the Barnswallows and Athletic Associations.

Members of the Executive Board of the Student Government Association other than the four officers.

Editors, Associate and Literary Editors of the Wellesley Magazine, Legenda, and College News, and Associate Art Editors of the Legenda.

Business Manager of the Legenda and Assistant Business Manager of the Magazine and News.

Leaders of the Glee and Mandolin Clubs, and of the Fire Brigade.

Chairs of the Senior Play, the Junior Play and the Tree Day Costume Committee.

Heads of Tennis, Hockey, and Basketball.

Custodians of the Barnswallows.

Minor Officers.

Presidents of the History Club, Philosophy Club, Consumers’ League, Somerset Y, and Leader of the Student Volunteers.

Vice-President of the Athletic Association.

Secretaries of the Barnswallows, the Alliance Francaise, the Deutscher Verein, the Economics Club, of the House Presidents, and the classes.

Secretaries of the Excursions of the College Settlements Chapter, the Consumers’ League, the Debating Club, and the classes.

Advisory Committee of the Student Government Association and the Board of the Christian Association, other than the President, Vice-President and Treasurer.

Sophomore Editor of the Magazine.

Assistant Business Manager of the Legenda.

Chairmen of the Fund, the Senior Printing, and the Sophomore Promenade Committee.

Head of Golf.

Representative for the International Institute League.

Executive Committee of the Classes.

Sub-Minor Officers.

Vice-Presidents of the Deutscher Verein and the Alliance Francaise.

Secretary of the Athletic Association.

Treasurers of the Alliance Francaise and the Deutscher Verein.

Secretary-Treasurer of the History Club, the Philosophy Club, and the Somerset Y.

Members of the Fund, Senior Play, Junior Play, Tree Day Costume, Senior Printing, and Sophomore Promenade Committees.**

Board of Directors of the Debating Club.

Members of the Christian Association Committees, of the Executive Committee of the Consumers’ League, of the Glee and Mandolin Clubs.

Assistant Custodian of the Barnswallows, Captains of the Crews, and of the Fire Brigade.

Florence F. Besse, Secretary of S. G. A.

---

**Special rates to parties by the week or season.

For further information call at 24 Carne- noye, or address


WENKEBACH MEMORIAL TABLET.

Friends and admirers of the late Professor Carla Wenkebach will be interested to know that a memorial tablet has recently been placed in the “Aula” (lecture hall) of the school in Han- nover, Germany, from which Professor Wenkebach graduated in 1871. The tablet is bronze with a design representing a genius, brandishing two torches, bordered with the following inscription:—

Der deutsche Frau.

Die deutschen Wissen

Der Fremde zutrug

In deutscher Freundschafft

The dedicatory address was delivered by Oberlehrerin Ger- trude Muller, sister of Professor M. Muller. Several hundred prospective teachers and a number of Professor Wenkebach’s relatives and personal friends were present.

PRINCETON GLEE CLUB.

We, the members of the Princeton University Glee Club Organization, wish to express to the faculty and students of Wellesley College, our gratitude for the courtesy and hospitality which we received throughout our visit at Wellesley. We ap- preciate the generous privileges which were granted us, especially the honor done us in being granted permission to give our concert in College Hall Chapel. We feel that during the tour previously taken by us, has a more cordial welcome been ex- tended to us, nor a more thoroughly enjoyable entertainment provided.

Therefore, to the members of the Agora for their reception; to the Barnswallows for the honor they did us in repeating and allowing us to see “Prince Charley,” to all the friends of Prince- ton who by their interest and support have enabled us to make the tour a success, to the college as a whole, for all the kindness which it has shown us, we wish to extend our heartfelt thanks.

H. W. AMBROSE,
D. H. PIERCE,
A. A. McLEAN,
For the Clubs.

ART EXHIBITION.

The Department of Art is exhibiting for a short time a collection of sketches and designs by Miss Eliza J. Newkirk, to- gether with a number of sketches by students who have taken the course in history of architecture. Miss Newkirk was graduated in the class of 1900, and after some advanced work here at Wellesley, was granted a fellowship for three years of study in architecture at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech- nology and abroad.

The exhibition includes not only problems in architecture and design worked out while a student at Technology, but a considerable number of many smaller sketches made directly from Romanesque and Gothic churches of France and Italy. Studies of construction and of ornament are included in the collection. A small sketch suggests the color of the rich old stained glass window at Chartres; details such as figures and capitals show examples of the quaint and interesting sculptures of Poitiers, Chartres, Reims and other churches. Most of the northern French cathedrals are represented in the illustrations shown, and many from the south of France and Italy. The designs of the church, Santa Maria delle Carceri at Prato, which were sub- mitted by Miss Newkirk a year ago are rehung to show her finished work abroad.

Miss Newkirk is this year an instructor in art at Mt. Holyoke College, but is coming back to Wellesley next year to give a course in the history of architecture.

E. M.

WYONEGONIC CLUB, A Camp for College Girls in the Maine Woods, Bridgton, Me.
THE AGORA OPEN MEETING.

The Agora represented the thirty-first Congress in its open meeting May 5. Miss Batty, the President, in her opening speech, gave a brief résumé of this congress, which was held almost a generation before the Civil War, when the question of territorial extension, in relation to slavery, was the great subject of contention. Miss Batty spoke of the especial interest in working over and reviewing those days. They were full of possibilities, neither the North nor the South had yet committed themselves; there were only murmurings and the realization that anything might happen.

It was as Millard Fillmore, President of the Senate, that Miss Batty called the peace of order. "The Journal of Yesterday" was read first with such quaint entries as reimbursing a man, who, having bought a Moravian horse of the Government, found it impotent. The compromise which had been introduced by Mr. Clay of Kentucky on the preceding day was reread, and then after a motion had been carried that the ladies—of the audience presumably—be admitted from the lobby to the floor, the speeches began.

Miss Harrison, as Mr. Clay, made a strong plea in defence of the Bill. He took up its various terms, one by one, seeking to conciliate the North, and to keep the spirit of the South with him at the same time. To offset concessions by the South in regard to the admission of California and Texas, he argued that the North should make still greater concessions, because this abolition of slavery was for them only a theoretical project, involving no danger, no loss. He closed with the stirring words: "I know no South, no East, no North nor West, only the interests of the Nation as one."

Miss Tyler, as Mr. Benton of Missouri, in attempting to make her opening remarks about the North's surrendering the fugitive slave law, was caught in a brief skirmish with Mr. Hale of New Hampshire (Miss Baird). Mr. Hale poked fun at Mr. Benton's sermonizing tendencies and in the latter, evidently lacking a sense of humor, was so incensed that he was drawn into further remarks which Mr. Hale maliciously twisted into an admission that he had no conscience. Orders was restored and Miss Grimes, as Mr. Foote of Mississippi, made an effective speech characteristic of the times in its partisan and utterly unyielding spirit. He claimed that there was no occasion for compromise, that no concessions should be made by the South.

Mr. Clay, whose extreme weakness, (from his recent illness, was well acted by Miss Little, was unable to stand the physical effort of delivering his speech and so it was read by his colleague, Mr. Mason. Miss Little had caught well the blindly partisan spirit of Calhoun, "the man of one idea."

Miss Haskell broke in here with an extemporaneous appeal to both parties—that the North should not try to patch up what it did not understand, that the South, though it honor the North as its own right hand, it should remember "thy right hand offend thee, cut it off and cast it from thee."

Mr. Webster of Massachusetts, who was represented by Miss Bosworth, tried to overcome prejudice by a moderate attitude and plead eloquently for the maintenance of the union.

Miss Ladd gave a fiery interpretation of Mr. Seward of New York, who was opposed to any compromise as involving sacrifice of judgment and conscience. He pointed out that the difficulty of enforcing this Fugitive Slave law lay in the fact that it was not mere judgment or sentiment of the Northerners but their very consciences which must be violated in carrying it out.

Miss Gilley's motion, as Mr. Shergrove of Pennsylvania, that the compromise be adopted, was broken into by Miss Griffin, as Mr. Wayne of Delaware with a motion of adjournment. This, always having the precedence, was voted on and carried, and in the twinkling of an eye the Barn was transformed from a Senate Chamber, ringing with the eloquence of the past, into a chattering group of college girls, eating ices in a very modern fashion.

G. M.

Why spend your Mondays tramping Boston town
To hunt unique Commencement presents down,
When you only dropped in first on Hatch
The rara avis you'd be sure to catch?

HATCH

Orientalist and Rug Merchant,
43 and 45 Summer St., Boston.

THE GREEK PLAY AT HARVARD.

The Department of the Classics of Harvard University proposes to present the Agamemnon of Aeschylus on June 16th and 19th, 1906. The performances are to be given in the Stadium, which will be arranged to reproduce, as far as possible, the open-air theatre of the Greeks. Music for the choral odys is now in preparation, composed especially for the occasion by Mr. J. Ellerton Lodge. Copies of the Libretto, containing the Greek text and a translation by Professor W. W. Goodwin, will be placed on sale (price, in paper, fifty cents; in cloth, seventy-five cents) on or before May 19th, and may be purchased from all book sellers, and especially in Boston at Herrick's Ticket Agency, Copley Square; The W. B. Clarke Company, 26-28 Tremont street.

Besides the regular performances, there will be a Dr. Rehearsal on Thursday, June 14th, at 2.30 P.M. This rehearsal is intended especially to afford opportunity for students in New England schools and colleges to attend the play. No seats will be reserved but tickets admitting to any part of the theatre will be sold at the Stadium on the day of the performance for one dollar each. Such tickets may also be obtained before June 10th by applying in writing to Dr. George H. Chase, 24 Grays Hall, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

In case of rain, the Dress Rehearsal will be postponed to Friday, June 15th.

E. T. SLATTERY CO.

ARE SHOWING

WALKING SUITS
IN NEW SHAPES AND FABRICS.

Fine French Millinery and Neckwear. Marabout Boas and Muffs.

154 and 155 Tremont Street.